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Dynamics and configurational fluctuations of single DNA molecules in linear mixed flows
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We examine the dynamics of DNA molecules in mixed flows where the ratio of vorticity to strain rate may
be slightly above or below unity via Brownian dynamics simulation. We find that the chain dynamics in these
flows are dramatically different than those found for simple shear flow. When the strain rate exceeds vorticity,
the dynamics are found to be driven by the extra amount of straining. For vorticity-dominated flows, a
periodicity in chain extension is observed with considerable chain deformation.
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Over the past few decades many fascinating n
Newtonian properties of polymer solutions in flow have be
extensively investigated both experimentally and theor
cally @1–3#. Much effort has been made to understand
dynamics of polymers in rather simple and ideal flow fie
due to the complexity that arises from the coupling of t
flow and the polymer dynamics@4–10#. Two of the most
often and widely examined ‘ideal’ flow types are purely e
tensional flow and simple shear flow. Simple shear flow i
limiting case of planar flows where the magnitude of t
vorticity exactly equals that of the strain rate. Due to vort
ity, a polymer molecule cannot maintain a stable steady c
figuration even at high flow strength and undergoes tumb
dynamics in shear flow@11–14#. Purely extensional flow, on
the other hand, is vorticity free and thus is effective in c
ating large chain deformation. While there exists a large v
ume of work investigating the dynamics in these flows, re
tively little is known about the dynamics in flows tha
deviate from these two limiting flows, such as linear mix
flows @9#. Moreover, in real industrial applications and pr
cesses, mixed flows, as a local approximation to a more c
plex flow field, are omnipresent and thus a clear understa
ing of the polymer dynamics in more general flows
needed. Our goal of this work is to examine the dynamics
single polymer molecules in flows that deviate slightly fro
simple shear flow and to use the findings to broaden
understanding of the response of polymers in linear mi
flows. Note that de Gennes@15#, among others, has desig
nated simple shear flow as a critical flow for polymer co
figuration dynamics—representing the limiting amount
vorticity necessary to forestall a ‘‘coil-to-stretch
transition—and thus examining dynamics near this criti
point is also interesting from a fundamental point of view

In this work, we have usedl-DNA molecules as our
model polymer whose dynamics in the aforementioned l
iting flow types, i.e., purely extensional and shear flow ha
recently been thoroughly investigated@11,13,16,17#.
Throughout this paper, we will make a direct and detai
comparison to the previous findings as well as to rec
complementary experiments.

In our Brownian dynamics simulation we solve the s
chastic differential equation in Eq.~1! for individual chain
trajectories using two different molecular models. The m
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fine-grained nonlinear model that we use is the Krame
bead-rod chain where each rod corresponds to one K
length of al-DNA molecule. A 150 bead Kramers’ chai
matching the same number of Kuhn lengths of al-DNA
molecule has previously been shown to capture the exp
mental observations ofl-DNA molecules in shear flow@13#.
A more coarse-grained nonlinear model is the worml
bead-spring model where a number of Kuhn lengths are
placed by a spring for simplicity and individual springs sa
isfy the wormlike chain law@18#. Three classical linear mod
els that we use for theoretical analysis in elliptic flows a
the single-mode Hookean dumb-bell model, the multi-mo
Rouse model and the multi-mode Zimm model. The form
two models are freely draining whereas the latter includ
preaveraged hydrodynamic interactions@19,20#,
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In Eq. ~1!, r i
n is the position vector of beadn, z is the drag

coefficient and the Brownian force,dWi
n , is assumed to be a

Wiener process@21# where its amplitude is given by th
fluctuation-dissipation theorem@22#. The dimensionless ve
locity gradient tensor is given by

]ui
`

]xj
5PeF 0 1 0

a 0 0

0 0 0
G . ~2!

In Eq. ~2!, a is the flow type parameter andPe[(ġ l 2)/D is
a dimensionless strain rate@23#. Note thata is unity for
purely extensional flow, 0 for shear flow and21 for pure
rotational flow. The parameter range of our interest
20.01<a<0.02 which is slightly above (a1) and below
(a2) shear flow. A more appropriate dimensionless flo
strength parameter that we use in our analysis is the W
senberg number defined asWi5Pe•t wheret is the dimen-
sionless longest relaxation time of the molecule@24#. Lastly,
the connector forceFi

n,c is needed to maintain the inextens
bility of the Kramers’ chain, and, in the other appropria
context represents the entropic force of the bead-spring m
©2002 The American Physical Society15-1
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els. The details of the simulation technique as well as dim
sional scalings are discussed in more detail elsewh
@13,25–27#.

In Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, we show the fractional molecula
extension of a 150 bead Kramers’ chain versus time at ste
state for Wi579 for two different flow types, i.e.,a
50.004 and 0.001~corresponding to 50.2%E and 50.05%
respectively!. %E is related toa as %E550(a11) @28#.
One can clearly see the growth of fluctuations in molecu
extension asa1 approaches the shear limit of zero. Note
this context, that concentration fluctuations near phase t
sitions have been studied in some detail@29,30#. The physics
of these similar fluctuations near a coil-to-stretch transition
clear. Brownian fluctuations drive the chain increasingly b
tween the compressional and extensional eigenvectors o
mixed flow. The more frequent collapse of chain extension
flows is due to the fact the chain is more prone to ‘‘collap
ing’’ or ‘‘flipping’’ between the two principal axes becaus
the angle between the extension and compression axes
smaller asa1 approaches zero@see Fig.~2!#.

FIG. 1. A plot of sample trajectories of a single Kramers’ cha
in two diffrent flow types~a! a50.004 and~b! a50.001 atWi
579. By molecular extension we mean the maximum projec
extension in the flow-gradient~1-2! plane and we normalize it by its
contour length.~c! The power spectrum~PSD! of the chain exten-
sion shown in~a! and~b! versus the dimensionless frequencyv. v
is the frequency scaled with the longest relaxation timet of the
polymer.
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The power spectrum~PSD! of the chain extension in Fig
1~c! shows the growth in power and the development o
midrange frequency ‘‘collapsing’’ or ‘‘flipping’’ regime as
a1→0. This regime has already been reported in sim
shear flow@31,13#. These large fluctuations have also be
witnessed in recent experiments@32#. For the elliptic
vorticity-dominated flow (a520.006 or 49.7%E) as shown
in Fig. 4~a!, interestingly, a periodicity in molecular exten
sion is observed. By averaging the time trace of one ch
over a long period of time we have calculated the stea
average molecular extension. As shown in Fig. 3~a!, the
steady molecular extension of a Kramers’ chain undergoe
coil-stretch transition in flows that have positivea values, or
equivalently flows that have more straining than vortici
however, the transition is not as sharp as the purely ex
sional flow (a51, or 100%E) case.

For the elliptic vorticity-dominated flow, the chain ha
deformed considerably compared to its equilibrium size c
trary to previous predictions by deGennes@15#. For the
purely rotational flow(0%), aspredicted, the chain remain
in its unperturbed coiled state. The positive eigenvalues
the velocity tensor@Eq. ~2!# correspond to the amount o

d

FIG. 2. A schematic ofa1 flows. The polymer chain is aligned
along the principal axis and the angle between the extension
compression axes is denoted asq. As indicated by the dashed ar
rows, Brownian motion can displace the molecule toward the co
pressional axis causing the collapse of extension.

FIG. 3. ~a! A plot of the steady average fractional extension
150 bead Kramer’s chains versusWi at different %E values.~b! A
plot of the steady average fractional extension of 150 bead Kr
er’s chains versusWie f f5WiAa at positivea1 values compared to
the experimental data by Babcocket al. @32#.
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straining or stretch along the principal axes and one can
cale the flow strength parameterWi, namely, Wie f f

5WiAa. In Fig. 3~b! the steady average molecular extens
at variousWie f f is shown with experimental data by Bab
cock et al. @32# and all data overlap onto a universal cur
@33#. The fact that the chains undergo a sharp coil-stre
transition based onWie f f suggests that the steady dynam
of molecules are driven by the effective straining for flow
with positivea values. To characterize the frequency dep
dence of the fluctuations of chain extension observed in
elliptic flow @Fig. ~4~a!,a520.006(49.7%E)#, we show the
PSD for the Kramers’ chain, the wormlike chain, th
Hookean dumb-bell model and the experimental data
Babcock et al. @32# in a520.006(49.7%E) flow at Wi
574 in Fig. 4~b!. A distinct peak is observed in the PSD at
dimensionless frequency (V) of 1.8.

To examine the origin of the peak we have derived
analytic PSD@S(V)# of molecular extension in the flow di
rection in linear mixed flows using the Hookean dumb-b
model, which was shown to capture the underlying phys
of the tumbling dynamics of DNA molecules in shear flo
@13#. The derivation is valid fora<0 since the linear dumb
bell model is only a valid approximation for small deform
tion,

S~V;R1!5^Rg
2&tH

16

3 F 114V214Wi2

@124V224Wi2a#2116V2G .

~3!

FIG. 4. ~a! A plot of sample trajectory of a single Kramer
chain a520.006 atWi574 ~b! The dimensionless power spe
trum ~PSD! of the extension fluctuations (a520.006, 49.7%E! at
Wi574 for the Kramers’ chain, the wormlike chain and th
Hookean dumbbell model plotted against the experimental dat
Babcocket al. @32#. The frequency is scaled with the longest rela
ation time of the polymer in~b! as in Fig. 1~c!.
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In Eq. ~3!, R1 denotes the end-to-end vector in the flow d
rection,Rg is the radius of gyration,tH is the Hookean re-
laxation time, andV denotes the frequency made dimensio
less withtH. We have confirmed from simulation data th
the dumb-bell model correctly captures the longest mode
the Kramers’ chain in elliptic flows. The critical dimension
less frequency at which the chain end-to-end vector in
flow direction oscillates can be calculated from Eq.~3!,

Vcrit~R1!5
@2124Wi214WiA~a21!2Wi22a#1/2

4p
.

~4!

We note that Eq. ~4! holds only for Wi
@A1/2@2(1/2a)21# if a is small. For smaller values ofWi
~i.e., near purely Brownian systems! no peak exists in the
PSD. Using the parametera520.006 andWi574 in Fig.
~4!, we obtainVcrit(R1)50.909 which is half of the ob-
served frequency. The factor of two difference is due to
fact that R1 can take both positive and negative valu
whereas molecular extension is always positive. We
proach the affine limit, i.e.,Vcrit(R1) asymptotes to the orbi
frequency of a fluid particle, (WiA2a)/2p asWi→`. We
have extended the PSD derivation to the multimode Ro
and the Zimm model and found no quantitative difference
Vcrit @34#. Note that resonant oscillations in elliptic vortice
have been given as the mechanism for elastic instabilitie
previous work@35#.

Finally, we have examined the transient dynamics of DN
molecules to test if the dynamics were similar in characte
the startup of these flows. In Fig.~5! we show the evolution
of molecular extension in flows with positivea1 at Wie f f

510 as we suddenly impose the flow. The molecular ext
sion gradually approaches its steady value for all flows
slower growth is observed for smallera1. In comparison to

by

FIG. 5. The ensemble averaged molecular extension of
Kramers’ chain in the start up ofa50.02(51%E), a
50.004(50.2%E), and a50.001(50.05%E) flows versus strain
(Pe•t) at Wie f f510. ~b! The ensemble averaged molecular exte
sion of the Kramers’ chain in the start up of elliptic flow@a5
20.01(49.5%E)# versus strain atWi576.
5-3
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this finding, an overshoot in molecular extension was
served in the start up of shear flow in both experiment a
simulation @12,14#. This result again confirms the fact th
dynamics of polymers in positivea1 flows is primarily
driven by the extra amount of straining. For the ellip
flows, we see an oscillation in chain extension which dec
exponentially as shown in Fig. 5~b!. The frequency of the
oscillation is found to scale asWiA2a and its amplitude
decays as the longest relaxation time (t).
s

ds

S

ics
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In this work, we have demonstrated that the dynamics
l-DNA molecules can change dramatically depending on
ratio of vorticity and straining in linear mixed flows by ex
amining individual polymer molecules in flows that devia
slightly from shear flow using Brownian dynamics simul
tion.

This work was supported by NSF under CPIMA Coope
tive agreement Contract No. DMR-9808677.
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